STREET & TOURING
ACCESSORIES CATALOGUE 2022

MAKE YOUR HONDA
TRULY YOURS

What better way to make your Honda truly yours than
adding Honda Genuine Accessories? For extra luggage
capacity, improved comfort, rugged protection, enhanced
performance or just a better looking bike, we've got everything
covered. Built with the same attention to detail as your Honda,
supported by a 2-year warranty*, our accessories will perfectly
suit your bike, adding to its value. Ask your local Honda Dealer
how to make your Honda truly yours.
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*2-year warranty only applicable to genuine
accessories. Special conditions apply to accessories
developed with Honda partners. Ask your local
Honda dealer for more information.
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ACCESSORIES
CB1000R

DID YOU KNOW?

H

T he bike that changed everything

After 5 consecutive titles in the World Grand Prix Road Racing Series, Honda decided
to withdraw and turn toward its primary target: transfer the technology obtained in
competition to develop high-performance consumer machines. After an initial
attempt with a 450cc machine, Honda released the CB750 Four in 1969. The
initial production forecast of 1,500 units a year soon became a monthly ﬁgure
and then jumped to 3,000 units per month. By pushing the boundaries of
performance, reliability and easy handling in motorcycles, Honda created a
new class of Superbike. The CB1000R
is the modern expression of the
same spirit that has guided Honda
engineers for decades.
The Dream CB750 FOUR, which
hit the market in July 1969
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QUICKSHIFTER*
08U70-MKJ-D00

By measuring the intensity of shifting input, the
Quickshifter enables the rider to change gear
without the need to operate the clutch lever or
shut the throttle. The system aids in upshifting
and downshifting, maximising the CB1000R's
riding experience.
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METER VISOR*

GRIP END SET

FRONT FENDER PANEL*

Meter visor ﬁtted with a high quality aluminium panel to
enhance the iconic look of the CB1000R.

Give your CB1000R some additional protection with
this set of grip ends which will help protect your bike
in the event of a fall.

High quality aluminium panel to add to the front fender
of the CB1000R.

08R71-MKJ-E50

08F71-MKJ-E50

08F79-MKJ-D00

PERFORMANCE & DESIGN

REAR SEAT COWL*

RADIATOR GRILL

WHEEL STRIPES

Colour-matched Rear Seat Cowl which features a highquality Aluminium Panel and is ﬁtted in place of the rear
seat.

Made of stainless steel and featuring the CB1000R
Logo, the Radiator Grill increases the CB1000R’s
premium image. The original mesh pattern combines
cooling capability with protection from stones entering
the radiator.

Silver coloured vinyl wheel stripes featuring the
CB1000R logo.

08F70-MKJ-E50ZA or ZB / 08F80-MKJ-D00ZA

3 colours available:
• Matt Ballistic Black (E50ZA)
• Matt Beta Silver Metallic (E50ZB)
• Candy Chromosphere Red (D00ZA)

* Accessories ﬁtted as standard on CB1000R Black Edition.

08F75-MKJ-E50

08F74-MKJ-D00ZA
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HEATED GRIPS*

RIDER SEAT (ALCANTARA)

PILLION SEAT (ALCANTARA)

Featuring a slim design to fully integrate with the
CB1000R, the heated grips are controlled through a
5-position switch on the left side grip.

Made of luxurious Alcantara material, this rider seat
brings the ultimate level of comfort and seating
stability.

For a perfect match with the Alcantara rider seat, select
this accessory seat which will bring the same level of
comfort and stability to your pillion.

08T70-MKJ-E50

08F76-MKJ-E50

COMFORT

08F77-MKJ-E50

LUGGAGE

REAR SEAT BAG

3L TANK BAG

LUGGAGE BASE

A simple and functional rear seat bag speciﬁcally
designed to ﬁt the tapered shape of the rear seat.
Featuring a 15L Capacity that can be expanded up
to 22L with stable mounting ensured thanks to the
included attachment kit.

A simple and functional tank bag adapted to the tank of
the CB1000R. Features a clear pocket on top of the bag
for easy smart phone storage. The included attachment
provides a stable mounting that does not disturb the
handling of the CB1000R.

This pack allows to replace the pillion seat with a
luggage base where you can use the included clamp
cords to securely attach luggage items.

08ESY-MKJ-STB18

* Accessories ﬁtted as standard on CB1000R Black Edition.

08ESY-MKJ-TKB18

08ESY-MKJ-LB21
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PROTECTION

CLUTCH COVER

CB DESIGN TANK PAD

INDOOR MOTORCYCLE COVER

Add some protection and an extra touch of class to your
CB1000R with this CB branded Clutch Cover.

New design developed speciﬁcally for the Neo
Sport Cafe style CB1000R. Helps to protect the Tank
paintwork from scratches and rubbing.

Black and grey indoor body cover speciﬁcally designed
for the CB1000R. The cover is made of durable
polyester material to avoid scratches and dust while
storing your bike.

08Z71-MKJ-E50
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08P71-MKN-D50

08P70-MKJ-D00

ACCESSORIES PACKS
DESIGN PACK
FOP PACK
Black Edition
Standard Edition
CONTENT

08HME-MKJ-DESF

Quickshifter

Standard

Meter Visor

Standard

Rear Seat Cowl

Standard

See below for part numbers

•
•

•
•
•

SPORT PACK
All Models

JOURNEY PACK
All Models

PLUS PACK
All Models

08HME-MKJ-SP

08HME-MKJ-JP

08HME-MKJ-PP

•

•

Heated Grips
Front Fender Panel
Grip Ends
Radiator Grill

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Clutch Cover
CB Design Tank Pad
Rider Seat
(Alcantara)
Pillion Seat
(Alcantara)

•
•

•
•
•
•

Tank Bag
Rear Seat Bag

•

Luggage Base

•

Clamp Cord

•

COLOURS
Matt Ballistic Black
Metallic

08HME-MKJ-DESZF

08HME-MKJ-FZA

Matt Beta Silver
Metallic

08HME-MKJ-DESZG

08HME-MKJ-FZB

Candy Chromosphere
Red

08HME-MKJ-DESZH

08HME-MKJ-FZC
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19YM Action Photos

ACCESSORIES
CB650R
UPDATED

DID YOU KNOW?

H

Where are these beautiful curves coming from?
One of the most distinctive attributes of the CB650R is its swooping four-into-one
exhaust system. This beautiful design is a tribute to another iconic Honda: the
CB400F also known as the CB 400 Four. Produced between 1975 and 1977, the
CB 400 Four caused quite a stir thanks to its café racer look. Delivering only
37 bhp (28 kW) at 8,500 rpm and
24 lb⋅ft (33 N⋅m) at 7,500 rpm, its
four-in-line engine was not meant
to take the racetracks by storm.
Yet, back in the late 70’, some
versions upgraded to 492cc
were capable of 13,500 rpm
and producing an estimated
60 bhp.
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METER VISOR KIT
08R70-MKN-D50

The meter visor is ﬁtted with a high-quality aluminium panel to further enhance the
iconic look of the CB650R. Stays are sold separately (see 08R74-MKN-D50).

UNDER COWL

08F71-MKN-D50ZA

This Matt Black Under Cowl adds
to the sports inspired look of the
CB650R. All required ﬁtment
pieces are included.
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19YM Action Photos

FRONT FENDER PANEL

SHROUD COVERS

SIDE COVERS

Pair of aluminium panels designed to ﬁt the front fender
and give your motorcycle the ultimate Neo Sport Cafe
look.

Pair of high-quality aluminium shroud covers beautifully
engraved with the CB650R logo.

A pair of brushed aluminium panels that will cover the
lower tank areas of the CB650R.

08F73-MKN-D50

08F74-MKN-D50

08F75-MKN-D50

PERFORMANCE & DESIGN

REAR SEAT COWL 08F72-MKN-D50ZB

WHEEL STRIPES

QUICKSHIFTER

Available in Matt Gunpowder Black Metallic, the rear
seat cowl is suitable for ﬁtment to any colour of the
CB650R. It features a cushioned pad to improve rider
comfort and can be enhanced with the addition of an
aluminium plate (sold separately).

A set of wheel stripes to ﬁt both of the CB650R’s 17 inch
wheels with Honda Racing stickers included. Available
in 5 colours:

By measuring the intensity of the shifting input, the
quickshifter enables the rider to change gear without
the need to operate the clutch lever or shut the throttle.
The system allows for seamless upshifting, maximising
the riding experience.

SEAT COWL PLATE 08F76-MKN-D50
Aluminium insert to enhance the design of the Rear
Seat Cowl.

08F84-MFJ-810A, 20A, 30A, 40A or 50A

• Pearl Sunbeam White (10A)
• Italian Red (20A)
• Candy Tahitian Blue (30A)
• Dragon Green Metallic (40A)
• Digital Silver Metallic (50A)

08U72-MKN-D50
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HEATED GRIPS

SMOKED FRONT VISOR

VISOR STAY KIT

Extremely slim heated grips which provide 360° heat
around the grip and feature an integrated control for
maximum rider comfort. Features 3-step variable heating
levels, integrated circuit to protect the battery from
draining and smart heat allocation that focuses on the area
of the hands most sensitive to cold.

Fitted to the meter panel, this small and stylish wind
deﬂector protects the rider's chest area from wind at
higher speeds. Stay Kit sold separately (08R74-MKN-D50).

Pair of stays required to install either the front visor or
the meter visor (sold separately).

08ESY-MKN-HG19

08R71-MKN-D50

COMFORT

08R74-MKN-D50

LUGGAGE

3 LITRE TANK BAG

REAR SEAT BAG

A simple and functional tank bag speciﬁcally designed to ﬁt the tank shape of the
CB650R. Thanks to the included attachment, the Tank Bag has a stable mounting point
which prevents it from disturbing the handling of the CB650R. A clear pocket at the top
of the bag makes smartphone storage easy and convenient.

A simple and functional rear bag speciﬁcally adapted to the tapered shape of the rear
seat. Its capacity is expandable from 15L up to 22L and stable mounting is ensured
thanks to the included attachment.

08ESY-MKJ-TKB18
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08ESY-MKJ-STB18

CB LOGO TANK PAD
08P71-MKN-D50

Tank pad featuring the CB logo which helps to protect the tank
paintwork from scratches.

PROTECTION

19YM Action Photos
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19YM Action Photos

ACCESSORIES PACKS
CONTENT
Meter Visor
Front Fender Panel
Shroud Covers
Side Cover Panels
Under Cowl
Rear Seat Cowl with
Aluminium plate (*)
Quickshifter

NEO SPORT CAFÉ

SPORT

COMFORT

TRAVEL

08HME-MKN-NSC19

08HME-MKN-SP19

08HME-MKY-COM21

08ESY-MKJ-BAG18

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smoked Front Visor
Heated Grips
CB Design Tank Pad
Tank Bag
Rear Seat Bag

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

(*) The rear seat cowl is compatible
with all colours:
• Matt Gunpowder Black Metallic
• Pearl Smoky Gray
• Candy Chromosphere Red
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ACCESSORIES
CB500F
UPDATED
UPDA

DID YOU KNOW?

H

Is reliability supposed to be boring?
It’s not rare to find a CB500F proudly boasting more than 180,000 miles but the longtime favourite of couriers and riding schools is much more than just a workhorse.
Started in France in 1996, the CB500 Cup spread across Europe quickly and helped
young talents such as Sebastien Charpentier and James Toseland to make a
name for themselves on
a budget.
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35L TOP BOX PACK
08ESY-MKP-TB19

This pack includes the 35L Top Box and all
components required to ﬁt it to the CB500F,
including the rear carrier and top box base. The
included key system allows the top box to be
operated using the CB500F’s main ignition key
and an Inner bag is also included.
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3L TANK BAG

REAR SEAT BAG

35L TOP BOX INNER BAG

A simple and functional tank bag adapted to the tank
shape of the CB500F. Thanks to its speciﬁc attachment
the tank bag does not disturb the handling of your
bike. The Clear pocket on the top of the bag makes
smartphone storage easy. A rain cover is included

Functional rear seat bag that provides a capacity of
15L which can be expanded to 22L. Easy to attach and
perfectly stable thanks to its speciﬁcally designed
attachment. Rain cover also included.

Black nylon bag featuring a silver Honda Wing logo on
the front pocket. Expandable from 15L up to 25L with
the front pocket able to accommodate an A4-size ﬁle.
Comes with an adjustable shoulder strap and carrying
handle.

08ESY-MKP-TKB19

08ESY-MKP-RRSEAT

LUGGAGE

08L09-MGS-D30

COMFORT

SMOKED WINDSCREEN

HEATED GRIPS

12V ACCESSORY SOCKET

The smoked windscreen improves overall comfort by
protecting the rider against the elements while also
enhancing the appearance of the CB500F.

Extremely slim heated grips which provide 360° heat
around the grips and an integrated control for maximum
rider comfort. Features 3-step variable heating levels,
an integrated circuit to protect the battery from
draining and smart heat allocation that focuses on the
area of the hands most sensitive to cold.

Power or charge electrical equipment using this
convenient 12V Socket (Provides 2A).

08R70-MKP-D40

08ESY-MJF-HG1617

08U70-MJW-J00
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SEAT COWL

WHEEL STRIPES

TANK PAD

Custom-shaped Seat Cowl that replaces the standard
pillion seat for a more sporty look.

Make your CB500F stand out with these easy to apply
wheel stripes. One set per wheel is required. 5 colours
available:
• Lemon Ice Yellow (ZD)
• Indi Grey Metallic (ZE)
• Pearl Metalloid White (ZG)
• Matt Crypton Silver (ZH)
• Seal Silver Metallic (ZJ)

These Carbon-ﬁbre effect tank pads help to protect the
paintwork from scratches and rubbing.

08F76-MJW-J00ZF

DESIGN

08F72-MKP-J40ZD, ZE, ZG, ZH or ZJ

08P61-KYJ-800

MAINTENANCE

MAIN STAND

08M70-MKP-J40

For more secure parking on variable ground surfaces.
Facilitates bike cleaning and rear wheel maintenance.
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ACCESSORIES PACK
COMFORT
CONTENT
Smoked Windscreen
Heated Grips
12V Socket

08HME-MKP-CF22

•
•
•
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ACCESSORIES
REBEL 1100
UPDATED

DID YOU KNOW?

H

Do you really need a clutch lever?
The Dual Clutch Transmission made its worldwide debut for motorcycles in 2010 with
the Honda VFR1200F and has been constantly improved since then. DCT allows
the rider to focus on accelerating, turning and braking, rather than gear shifting
which increases the rider's control. The DCT is completely different from the
automatic transmission used by most scooters: it is structurally a conventional
6-speed transmission, just
electronically controlled.
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HEADLIGHT COWL

SHORT FRONT FENDER

SCREEN COWL

Adopt the power-cruiser style with this headlight cowl.
It helps make your ride more comfortable by reducing
the wind pressure to the upper body while adding to the
unique style of the CMX1100. Fitment stay is included.

The Short Front Fender features the Rebel logo and
central stripe adding a sporty touch to your bike.
Matches perfectly with the headlight cowl.

With its classic style, the Screen Cowl offers the
maximum protection to riders who enjoy long distance
cruising. Attachment and stays are included.

08ESY-MLA-HL

08P70-MLA-D00

08ESY-MLA-SC

DESIGN & PROTECTION

CENTER TANK PAD

SIDE TANK PADS SET

WHEEL STRIPES

This pad is exclusively designed to ﬁt the tank shape
and to protect it from scratches. With its “Rebel” logo
and its diamond cut pattern, it beautifully matches
the design of the 'Special Seats' (sold separately / see
COMFORT section).

This set of tank pads are specially designed to ﬁt the
tank shape of the Rebel 1100 and protect the sides from
scratches. The diamond cut pattern perfectly matches
the diamond stitch design of the 'Special Seats' (sold
separately / see COMFORT section).

Available in Matt Axis Gray Metallic, the wheel stripes
add a premium touch to your wheels. A separate set is
required for each wheel size.
• 16'' Rear (08F70)
• 18'' Front (08F71)

08P70-MLA-A00

08P71-MLA-A00

08F70 or 08F71-MLA-A00ZA
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MAIN SEAT (DIAMOND)

SPECIAL MAIN SEAT (DIAMOND)

BROWN PASSENGER SEAT

08R75-MLA-A00ZA or ZB

08R72-MLA-J00ZA or ZB

08R73-MLA-J00ZA

Thanks to its distinctive pattern and its luxurious
leather material, the Diamond Seat will make your
CMX1100 Rebel stand out. 2 colours available:
• Buffalo Brown (ZA)
• Black (ZB)

The Special Seat features the diamond stitch pattern
as well as an additional 25mm of cushioning. Designed
with riders who prefer to not extend their legs in mind,
this seat allows for a more comfortable riding position.
2 colours available:
• Buffalo Brown (ZA)
• Black (ZB)

This Passenger Seat will match perfectly the Buffalo
Brown Diamond Seats (sold separately).

MAIN SEAT (25MM FORWARD)

BACKREST KIT

HEATED GRIPS

08R80-MLA-A00ZA

08ESY-MLA-BR

08ESY-MLA-GH

This seat adopts the same design as the standard seat
but its extra 25mm cushion helps the rider to adopt a
more comfortable position.

To offer a more comfortable ride to your pillion, equip
your Rebel 1100 with the backrest kit which features a
padded backrest pad.

Extremely slim heated grips with smart heat allocation
and 5 different heat levels. The heat level selected is
displayed on the main screen and an integrated circuit
protects the battery from draining.

COMFORT
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RIGHT SADDLE BAG (SMALL)

LEFT SADDLE BAG (LARGE)

Made of a sturdy and lightweight ballistic nylon, this
saddlebag with a 10 litre capacity adds to the tough style
of your Rebel. It can be attached/detached easily thanks
to its three-point adapter. Equipped with a waterproof
inner bag and easy to carry, this practical saddlebag is
a must-have for everyday use.

Made of a sturdy and lightweight ballistic nylon,
this saddlebag with a 14 litre capacity adds
to the tough style of your Rebel. It can be
attached/detached easily thanks to its threepoint adapter. Equipped with a waterproof
inner bag and easy to carry, this practical
saddlebag is a must-have for everyday
use.

08L04-K87-A31

08L05-K87-A31

LUGGAGE

SADDLEBAG SUPPORT

REAR CARRIER

SOLO CARRIER

This support is required to attach a saddlebag to the
side of your Rebel 1100 (Saddlebags sold separately).
• Right side (08L72)
• Left side (08L73)

The Rear Carrier allows you to carry extra luggage
while also offering grips that improve pillion comfort.

Both practical and good looking, this carrier is a great
addition for solo riders. To be mounted instead of the
pillion seat.

08L72 or 08L73-MLA-J01

08L70-MLA-J00

08L71-MLA-J00
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ACCESSORIES PACKS
CONTENT
Headlight Cowl
Short Front Fender
18'' Wheel Stripes Kit (Front)
16'' Wheel Stripes Kit (Rear)
Centre Tank Pad
Side Tank Pads
Special Main Seat (Diamond)
Right Saddlebag & Support
Left Saddlebag & Support
Rear Carrier
Backrest Kit

STREET

TOUR

08HME-MLA-S21

08HME-MLA-T21

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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ACCESSORIES
REBEL 500
UPDATED

DID YOU KNOW?

H

From one Rebel to another?
Since 2013, The Bike Shed London has been a motorcycle exhibition like no other,
celebrating the creative culture around the custom bike scene. It is there that Keita
Mikura, the Rebel’s Project Leader, was inspired to create a new kind of machine
for young riders, leaving free space for further customisation. In 2017, the Rebel
concept became reality
and elevated to another
level, thanks to the vision
and the craftsmanship
of 2 Brits: Dan Gold, a
tattoo artist and Russ
Brown, a custom
bike builder.
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HEADLIGHT COWL

FRONT FORK BOOTS SET

FRONT FORK COVERS SET

This black headlight cowl boosts the tough stance of
the Rebel and protects the rider against the elements.
Not compatible with the Meter Visor.

The fork boots have been tested to protect the tubes
against scratches and to ease smooth fork motion.
Mounted with the fork covers (sold separately), they
accentuate the 500 Rebel's unique attitude.

The matt black coating of these front fork covers accentuates the Rebel’s tough image.

08R70-K87-A30

08F70-K87-A30

08F71-K87-A30

DESIGN & PROTECTION

CUSTOM RIDER SEAT

CENTRE TANK PAD

The diamond stitched custom rider seat adds to the
unique design of the CMX500 Rebel. Its slim-shaped
cushion provides 60mm+ thickness to ensure the rider
is comfortable.

These rubber-made pads are exclusively designed to ﬁt the tank shape of the CMX500 Rebel and help to protect the
paint from scratches. The diamond-cut pattern on the surfaces matches the design of the custom rider seat perfectly
(sold separately).

08R76-K87-A30ZA

08P70-K87-A30

SIDE TANK PADS
08P71-K87-A30
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METER VISOR

12V SOCKET

ADJUSTABLE BRAKE LEVER

08R74-K87-A30

08U71-K87-A30

08U70-K87-A30

The meter visor accents the headlight and improves
comfort by protecting the rider’s upper body from the
wind. Not compatible with the headlight cowl.

The 12V socket can be neatly mounted beside the
instrument cluster and its rubber cap prevents dirt or
water ingress when not in use.

By selecting 1 of the 5 pre-set positions, this black
aluminium brake lever is adjustable to the rider's
preference.

COMFORT

LUGGAGE

SADDLEBAGS SET

REAR CARRIER

PILLION BACKREST

08ESY-K87-BAGS / 08ESY-K87-BAGL

08L70-K87-J80

08R73-K87-A30

Made of a sturdy and lightweight ballistic nylon, these
saddle bags add an extra layer of practicality to your
CMX500 Rebel. They can be attached /detached in one
touch for added convenience thanks to the included
three-point adapter. Equipped with a waterproof inner
bag and easy to carry, these saddlebags are a musthave for everyday use.
• Left side / 14 Litre capacity (08ESY-K87-BAGL)
• Right side / 10 Litre capacity (08ESY-K87-BAGS)

The Rear Carrier allows you to carry extra luggage
while also offering grips that improve pillion comfort.
Required for the installation of the Pillion Backrest (sold
separately).

Thanks to its double-density cushion, the backrest
improves comfort for pillions. Must be combined with
the Rear Carrier for installation (sold separately).
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ACCESSORIES PACKS
CONTENT
Headlight Cowl
Front Fork Boots Set
Front Fork Covers Set
Custom Rider Seat
Centre Tank Pad
Side Tank Pads
Right Saddlebag & Support
Left Saddlebag & Support
Rear Carrier
Pillion Backrest
Meter Visor
12v Socket
Adjustable Brake Lever

REBEL S PACK

TRAVEL PACK

COMFORT PACK

08HME-K87-SPECIAL

08HME-K87-TRAV

08HME-K87-COMF

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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ACCESSORIES
NT1100
NEW
MODEL

DID YOU KNOW?

H

New Touring Era, the N T1100
Honda have long held a reputation for making dynamic, practical and versatile tourers.
Icons like the Pan European and Deauville generated a loyal customer following by
offering genuine country-crossing appeal in an exciting package. The 2022 NT1100
continues this tradition with its blend of sporty performance, all day comfort and
extensive speciﬁcation list.
The NT1100 is a machine
that can easily take you
across
countries
or
simply take you to work.
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50L TOP BOX PACK

08ESY-MLF-TBBB, GB or WB

With a large capacity of 50 litres, this plastic top box can accommodate up to two full
face helmets. The Honda 1-key system allows the rider to operate the top box by
using the main ignition key. Includes a comfortable pillion backrest making it an
ideal addition for two-up touring.
3 colours available:
• Graphite Black (BB)
• Matt Iridium Gray Metallic (GB)
• Pearl Glare White (WB)

LUGGAGE

38L TOP BOX INNER BAG
08L75-MJP-G51

Black nylon bag with an
embroidered Honda wing logo.
Comes with an adjustable
shoulder strap and carrying
handles for convenience.
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50L TOP BOX PACK (RED STITCHING)

ALUMINUM PANNIER PANELS

ALUMINIUM TOP BOX PANEL

With a large capacity of 50 litres, this plastic top box can
accommodate up to two full face helmets. The Honda
1-key system allows the rider to operate the top box by
using the main ignition key. Includes a comfortable pillion
backrest making it an ideal addition for two-up touring.
3 colours available:
• Graphite Black (BR)
• Matt Iridium Gray Metallic (GR)
• Pearl Glare White (WR)

Give your panniers a premium touch with this set of
aluminium design panels.

Give your Top Box a premium touch with this aluminium
design panel.

4.5L TANK BAG

COLOUR-MATCHED PANNIER PANELS

COLOUR MATCHED TOP BOX PANEL

Thanks to its transparent pocket, this waterproof Tank
Bag is the perfect solution to store a smartphone and
connect it to the NT1100's USB port. A one-touch buckle
and a magnet keep this Tank Bag ﬁrmly attached to the
bike at all times.

Design panels for panniers featuring the Honda logo
and matching all the NT1100 colours.
3 colours available:
• Graphite Black (ZF)
• Matt Iridium Gray Metallic (ZL)
• Pearl Glare White (ZM)

Colour-matched design panel for the 50L Top Box.
3 colours available:
• Graphite Black (ZG)
• Matt Iridium Gray Metallic (ZK)
• Pearl Glare White (ZF)

08ESY-MLF-TBBR, GR or WR

08L85-MKS-E00

08L80-MKT-D00

08L81-MKT-D00ZF, ZL or ZM

08L83-MKT-D00

08L82-MKT-D00ZF, ZG or ZK
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FRONT LED FOG LIGHTS

COMFORT PILLION PEGS

COMFORT PILLION SEAT

Set of 2 additional LED headlights (11W) which helps to
increase visibility for the rider and makes them more
noticeable to surrounding traffic. Operated directly
with the handlebar switch and indicated on the TFT
monitor when activated.

Deluxe pillion footpegs made of aluminium which are
wider than the standard pegs to offer increased pillion
comfort.

Thanks to its softer construction and its increased
15mm thickness, this pillion seat provides an extra
level of comfort enhancing the NT1100 experience,
especially on longer journeys.

08ESY-MLF-FL22YM

08R71-MJP-G50

08R73-MLF-E00ZA

COMFORT

COMFORT RIDER SEAT
08R75-MLF-E00ZA

Thanks to its softer construction, this seat provides an
extra level of comfort to enhance your riding experience
on longer journeys.
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PERFORMANCE & DESIGN

QUICKSHIFTER

PARKING LEVER

PARKING LEVER COVER

The specialised quickshifter enables seamless shifting
without any clutch operation, thereby reducing the
input required from the rider during long-distance
touring. It features an auto-blip function enabling
smooth and instantaneous downshifts. (For Manual
Transmission version only).

With its anodised black treatment, this Aluminium
Parking Lever adds the ﬁnal touch to your NT1100.

With the same anodised black treatment as the Lever
and featuring the Honda logo, the Aluminium Parking
Lever Cover will make your NT1100 stand out.

08U70-MLF-E00

08F70-MKT-D00

08F72-MKT-D00
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ACCESSORIES PACKS
CONTENT
Comfort Pillion Pegs
Comfort Pillion Seat
Comfort Main Seat
Front LED Fog Lights
50 Litre Top Box
25L Top Box Inner Bag
Colour-matched Top Box Panel
4.5L Tank Bag
Pillion Backrest

TOURING PACK

URBAN PACK

VOYAGE PACK

08HME-MLF-TR

08HME-MLF-UR

08HME-MLF-VY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pillion Backrest (Red Stitching)
COLOURS
Graphite Black

08HME-MLF-URB

08HME-MLF-VYB

Pearl Glare White

08HME-MLF-URW

08HME-MLF-VYW

Matt Iridium Gray Metallic

08HME-MLF-URG

08HME-MLF-VYG
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ACCESSORIES
GOLD WING / GOLD WING TOUR
UPD
UPDATED

DID YOU KNOW?

H

When long-distance motorcycling became a reality
Honda’s Gold Wing is one of the most iconic names in biking history. Revealed
back in 1975, the Gold Wing became synonymous with long-distance motorcycling
through the years. The world’s longest motorcycle ride, spanning 10 years,
over 200 countries and a total distance of 457,000 miles was achieved by an
Argentinian rider on a 1980 Honda
Gold Wing GL1100.

Source: Scotto, Emilio (2007),
The Longest Ride: My Ten-Year 500,000
Mile Motorcycle Journey,
MotorBooks/ MBI Publishing
Company, ISBN 9780760326329
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TRUNK LIGHTS PACK
08ESY-MKC-LED21

This Pack includes all the accessories
needed to mount the Inner Lamp and
the LED Brake light to the Trunk of the
Gold Wing.

CHROME TRUNK RACK
08L70-MKC-M60

Chrome-plated steel Rack with rubber inserts to be
installed on the Trunk of the Gold Wing. Adds a premium
touch while also providing some carrying capacity.
(Maximum load weight: 2.3Kg)

LUGGAGE

TRUNK INNER BAG
08L00-MKC-A00

Abrasion-resistant ballistic nylon trunk liner that
makes packing easier and protects your belongings
when travelling. Features reinforced carry handles
& shoulder strap and an easy-access outer zip for
in-trunk use.
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REAR CARRIER

TRUNK LID ORGANISER

SADDLEBAG INNER BAG

The Rear Carrier Kit can be installed on the Gold Wing
variants without a trunk. With its black ﬁnish and rubber
inserts, it adds style and functionality.
(Maximum load weight: 3kg)

Helps to keep your trunk organised with convenient
storage pockets for smaller items.

Nylon saddlebag liner that makes packing easier and
helps to protect your belongings while riding. Features
reinforced carry handles and Gold Wing logo zipper
pulls.

08L70-MKC-C40

08L78-MKC-A00

08L01-MKC-A00

REAR TRUNK MAT

SADDLEBAG MATT

Plush premium-quality carpeting with slip-resistant backing,
embroidered with the Gold Wing logo.

Plush premium-quality carpeting with slip-resistant backing,
embroidered with the Gold Wing logo.
• Right side (08P02)
• Left side (08P01)
• Left side with amp (08P03)

08P04-MKC-L00

08P01, 08P02 or 08P03-MKC-A00
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FRONT LED FOG LIGHTS

TALL WINDSCREEN

UPPER AIR DEFLECTORS

This pair of adjustable, bright white LED Fog Lights
Increases the rider’s visibility and makes them more
noticeable for the surrounding traffic. Delivers 880
Lumens and features a hard-coated lens to tackle all
riding conditions.

225mm and 100mm longer than the Gold Wing and
Gold Wing Tour windscreens respectively, the tall
windscreen helps to provide added protection from the
elements.

By funnelling the airﬂow away from the rider's upper
body, this set of deﬂectors improves comfort and match
seamlessly with the Gold Wing’s styling.

08ESY-MKC-FLK18

08R71-MKC-ED1

08R72-MKC-A01

LOWER AIR DEFLECTOR
08R73-MKC-A01

By funnelling the airﬂow away from the rider's legs,
this set of deﬂectors improves comfort and match
seamlessly with the Gold Wing’s styling.

COMFORT

PILLION BACKREST

RIDER BACKREST

CUSTOM SEAT

Custom-styled, high-quality backrest with an
embossed Gold Wing logo that helps keep your pillion
as comfortable as possible. Only suitable for Gold Wing
models without a trunk ﬁtted.

High-quality backrest with embossed Gold Wing logo.
It provides extra comfort to the rider and tilts forward
to ease the passenger access. Not compatible with
Custom Seat.

The custom seat features an exclusive stitching pattern
with an embossed Gold Wing logo. Provides plush
seating and a taller rider backrest for added support and
increased comfort. Not compatible with Rider Backrest
accessory. 2 versions available:
• for Airbag version (08R70)
• for non-Airbag versions (08R76)

08R70-MKC-A10
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08R75-MKC-A01

08R70-MKC-C00 / 08R76-MKC-A00

COMFORT RIDER FOOTPEGS
08R72-MKC-AE0

Pair of wider than standard footpegs
increasing comfort the rider, especially during
longdistance touring.

PILLION ARMREST

TALLER PILLION GRAB RAILS

DCT FOOT SHIFTER KIT

Increase your pillion’s comfort with these armrest
extensions which are designed to allow the sound of
the rear speakers to pass through uninhibited.

Designed for the pillion who prefers taller grab rails,
allowing them to be reached easier than standard.
These grab rails also provide further space for hooks
securing items to your Gold Wing.

A complete kit enabling you to change gear in the
traditional 1 down - 5 up format on DCT Models using
a left foot-shift lever. Works alongside the handlebar
triggers with the possibility to use either at any time.
For DCT Version only.

08R70-MKC-L00ZB

08R70-MKC-AF0ZA

08U71-MKC-A00
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REAR SPEAKER PACK

POWER AMPLIFIER PACK

PILLION AUDIO SWITCH

Pair of 25-watt speakers expanding the audio system of
the Gold Wing (without Trunk). The Rear Speakers are
installed within the saddlebags of the Gold Wing.

Set of 4'' speakers with an ampliﬁer speciﬁcally
designed to provide clean and crisp music for the
ultimate audio experience on the road.

Convenient audio control switch that allows your pillion
to adjust the volume, source and track.

08ESY-MKC-RR21

08ESY-MKC-AMP22

08A70-MKC-A00

AUDIO SYSTEM & ELECTRONICS

AUXILIARY CORD
08A87-MKC-A00

This connector allows you to connect a digital storage
device to your motorcycle’s audio system. To be
installed inside the trunk or left saddlebag.

12V ACCESSORY SOCKET
08U79-MKC-A00

Power or charge electrical equipment using this
convenient 12V Socket.
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FRONT CALIPER COVERS

CHROME SIDE STAND

WHEEL STRIPES

Add some styling and additional cooling airﬂow to your
front callipers with these covers.
2 colours available:
• Chrome (08F73)
• Black (08F74)

A Chrome-plated Side Stand to add an additional
premium touch to your Gold Wing.

These Wheel Stripes adds to the design of your Gold
Wing and provide some protection to the rims.
3 Colours Available:
• Candy Prominence Red (ZA)
• Indi Gray Metallic (ZB)
• Orange (ZD)

08F73 or 08F74-MKC-A00

08M70-MKC-A00

DESIGN

08F71-MKC-A10ZA , ZB or ZD

MAINTENANCE

MAIN STAND

GOLD WING TOUR COVER

GOLD WING COVER

HALF COVER (TOUR MODELS)

The Main Stand allows for more secure
parking on a variety of surfaces and
assists with maintenance operations.

Made of Water-resistant fabric with a
soft inner lining that allows the bike to
dry while covered. Protects paintwork
against UV related fading. Storage bag
included.
2 colours available
• Gray (ZD)
• Black (ZE)

Made of Water-resistant fabric with a
soft inner lining that allows the bike to
dry while covered. Protects paintwork
against UV related fading. Available in
Black with a storage bag included.

Soft, lightweight and compact Microﬁbre
cover made from water resistant fabric.
This cover allows the bike to dry while
covered and protects the paint against
UV rays to prevent fading. Storage bag
included.

08M71-MKC-A00

08P71-MKC-A00ZD or ZE

08P71-MKC-A10

08P71-MKC-L00ZC
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ACCESSORIES PACKS
CONTENT
Front LED Fog Lights
12V Accessory socket

FULL OPTION GOLD WING

FULL OPTION GOLDWING TOUR

08HME-MKC-FOGB

08HME-MKC-FOGT

•
•

•

•

•

Auxiliary Cord
Tall Screen
Upper Deﬂectors Set
Lower Deﬂectors Set
Custom Seat
Pillion Backrest
Rear Carrier

•
•

Trunk Mat
Left Saddlebag Mat
Right Saddlebag Mat

•
•

Trunk Inner Bag
Trunk Organiser
Trunk Lights
Saddlebag Inner Bag x2
Main Stand
Motorcycle Cover

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Enthusiast.
Rider.
Dreamer.
At Honda, we don’t believe in taking the easy
way out. Never settle. Never rest. That’s
what we believe in.
It’s a philosophy that means we never feel like
we are done. It’s why we never stop questioning
the limits of every Motorcycle. Why we never
stop striving for success, pushing innovation,
engineering and development to the very limit.
And then doing it again. And again.
It’s why we’re constantly pioneering engineering
ÄYZ[Z¶SPRL[OLPUSPULZ[YVRLLUNPULK\HSJS\[JO
transmission, or the motorcycle airbag. It’s why we
go beyond the existing, unafraid to challenge the
status quo of the motorcycle market.
That’s the restless spirit that drives us forwards
and is passed on to every Honda rider, pushing
them on to their next adventure. On to the joy of
true freedom. On to the next big dream.
Because, after all, it’s our dreams that move us.
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Part No: MC-BROCH-STREETHGA0122

The specific details of this brochure do not apply to any particular product supplied or offered for sale. Manufacturers reserve the right
to vary specifications, including colours, with or without notice at such times in such manner as deemed appropriate. Major as well as
minor changes may be involved. Every effort, however, is made to ensure the accuracy of the particulars contained in this brochure.
Consult your Dealer for details regarding the specifications of any featured product. This publication shall not constitute - under any
circumstances whatsoever - an offer by the Company to any individual. All sales are made by the Distributor or Dealer subject to and
with the benefit of the standard Conditions of Sale and Warranty provided by the Distributor or Dealer, copies of which may be obtained
upon request. While efforts are made to ensure specification accuracy, brochures are prepared and printed several months in advance of
distribution and consequently cannot always immediately reflect either changes in specification or in some isolated cases the provision
of a particular feature. Customers are always advised to discuss specific details with the supplying Dealer, especially if a selection is
dependent upon one of the features advertised. Please contact your local dealer for information and specifications. Please note that the
fuel consumption figures provided are results obtained by Honda under standardised testing conditions prescribed by WMTC. Tests are
conducted on a rolling road using a standard version of the vehicle with only one rider and no additional optional equipment. Actual fuel
consumption may vary depending on how you ride, how you maintain your vehicle, weather, road conditions, tyre pressure, installation
of accessories, cargo, rider and passenger weight, and other factors. You accept that if you do go ahead and make a purchase or enter
into any kind of transaction, whether for payment or not, you did so entirely in reliance on your own skill and judgement and not on that
of anyone else.
RIDE WITH STYLE Read the owner’s manual thoroughly. Get to know your machine and its capabilities. Concentration assists anticipation.
Observe other road users’ movements. Brake in plenty of time. Always wear a helmet and quality kit, ride fit and NEVER after drinking
alcohol. Good roadcraft and courtesy identify the skilled and stylish rider. Honda endorse the law that all helmet visors must comply with
BS 4110. Visors that transmit less than 50% of visible light cannot legally be used on the road.

Honda (UK) - Motorcycles
Cain Road, Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12 1HL England
honda.co.uk
Please don’t bin me.
Pass me on to a
friend or recycle me.

Honda Motor Europe sources
paper responsibly from
manufacturers within the EU.

